ESSENCE COLLECTION

Sales Tools & Concept Designs

Trikeenan is pleased to offer a selection of sample tools and concept boards to support the Affinity Essence Collection. All sample orders require a purchase order before shipment. Loose 2x8 pieces deliver in an estimated three to five days from the approved purchase order. Concept boards may be customized by color substitution to fit your showroom and market needs. Contact your Regional Sales Manager or Customer Service for lead times for other sample sizes, sample boards, custom boards, or kits.

Grouted Concept Boards 12x18 in. ($60 EA)
ESSENCE COLLECTION

Grouted Color Board 6x8 in. ($8 EA)

Ahab  Almond Milk  Anchor  Ballast

RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_AHAB  RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_ALMI  RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_ANCH  RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_BALL

Barley  Bittersweet  Blue Jay  Buttermilk

RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_BRLY  RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_BISW  RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_BLJA  RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_BTMI

Chameleon  Cherry Blossom  Citrus  Coal

RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_CHAM  RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_CHBL  RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_CITR  RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_COAL

Custard  Daffodil  Diana  Dusty Rose

RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_CSTD  RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_DAFF  RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_DIAN  RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_DURO
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Grouted Color Board 6x8 in. ($8 EA)

Pear

Rice

Shy Green

Succulent

Pebble

Rosewood

Smolder

Tarragon

Portobello

Rye

Steam

Tempest

Powdered Sugar

Sea Glass

Steel

Tiramisu

GRANTED! AFTY_PEBB RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_PRTB RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_POSU

RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_RICE RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_RYED RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_SEGL

RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_SHGR RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_SMOL RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_STEA

RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_SUCUR RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_TARR RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_TIPA
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Grouted Color Board 6x8 in. ($8 EA)

Our 50 Grouted Color Boards have three 2x8 pieces mounted on 6x8 panels.

Full Set ($400):
RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_FLST

Color Key Board 8x12 in. (Set of 5 $50)

Our five Color Key Boards are white 8x12 panels that display ten 2x4 cuts per board.

BOARD 1

BOARD 2

BOARD 3

BOARD 4

BOARD 5

RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_WHEA
RANGE_BOARD_AFTY_WHCR
CLRBRD_AFTY_FLST
CLRBRD_AFTY_WHITE
CLRBRD_AFTY_BROWNS
CLRBRD_AFTY_BLUE
CLRBRD_AFTY_GREYS
CLRBRD_AFTY_GREENS
Trim and Moulding Board ($40 EA)

Our Trim Board displays available trim shapes on an 8x18 panel.

CONBRD_AFF_ESNC_0021

50 Color Chip Binder ($50 SET)

Our Chip Binder includes two binders that, together, hold 2x2 chips of the entire 50 color Essence Collection.

BINDER_SLS_CHIPKIT_ESNC_2016

50 Color 2x8 Box Set ($45 EA)

Our box set holds the 50 Essence colors on 2x8 pieces.

SAMPLEBOX_AFF_ESNC_01

Descriptions of Concepts

CONBRD_AFF_ESNC_001 - This board displays a cool blend of Luna and Ballast (3:2) on 2x8 tiles in a vertical offset pattern.

CONBRD_AFF_ESNC_002 - This board displays Mist, Pebble, and Frosting on 2x8 tiles in a chic striped herringbone pattern.

CONBRD_AFF_ESNC_003 - This board displays Coal, a matte black, and Licorice, a gloss black, on 2x8 tiles in a sleek alternating straight set pattern.

CONBRD_AFF_ESNC_004 - This board displays two colors, Steel on 2x8 tiles and Blue Jay on 2x8 tiles, separated by a Quarter Round trim of Powered Sugar.

CONBRD_AFF_ESNC_006 - This board displays Frosting in a modern alternating vertical offset pattern of 3x3 and 3x12 pieces.

CONBRD_AFF_ESNC_008 - This board displays a random blend of whites including, Marble, Fossil, and Powdered Sugar in a horizontal offset pattern.

CONBRD_AFF_ESNC_009 - This board displays Custard 3x12 tiles and Gargoyle 1-½x12 tiles in an alternating herringbone pattern.

CONBRD_AFF_ESNC_0010 - This board displays Ella 3x12 tiles and Smolder 3x12 tiles in a fun alternating herringbone pattern.

CONBRD_AFF_ESNC_0012 - This board displays a random blend of Citrus 3x12, Firefly 1-½x12, and Whip Cream 1-½x12 in a vertical stacked pattern.

CONBRD_AFF_ESNC_0015 - This board displays a random blend of 1-½x12 tiles in a horizontal offset including, Custard, Frosting, and Smolder.

CONBRD_AFF_ESNC_0016 - This board displays Rye on Chair Rail trim pieces and 1-½x12 tiles framing an offset of Rye on 3x12 tiles.

CONBRD_AFF_ESNC_0018 - This board displays a simple yet beautiful offset pattern of 3x6 tiles of Marble, a smooth matte white.

CONBRD_AFF_ESNC_0023 - This board displays a warm random blend of Maple and Molasses on 1-½x12 tiles.

CONBRD_AFF_ESNC_0025 - This board displays the subtle purple, Haze, on 1-½x12 and 2x8 tiles in an offset pattern.

CONBRD_AFF_ESNC_0026 - This board displays Fossil, a dry, matte white, in a one-third offset pattern of 2x8 tiles.

Sample pricing does not include shipping/handling charges.